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Heterogeneous Agent Models

1. “... simultaneously speak to aggregate outcomes while also
addressing a rich set of cross-sectional facts”

2. Connect to the micro-development literature. Huge gains from
intellectual trade.

3. Distributional consequences



Source: New York Times 1/28/2019



Applications to Development
Today’s Lecture

1. Two papers that highlight the interaction between micro-level
heterogeneity and financial frictions

• Buera, Kaboski, Shin (2021)
• Mestieri, Schauer, Townsend (2017)

2. Industrial policy

• Buera, Moll, Shin (2013)
• Itskhoki and Moll (2019)
• Buera, Hopenhayn, Shin, Trachter (2021)



Macroeconmics of Microfinance
Buera, Kaboski, Shin (2021)

• Microfinance in the 2000s

• Micro-evaluations show mixed results (small scale, short run)

• Effects at scale and in the long run?

• Approach

• Quantitative model
• Calibrated to micro/macro data
• Consistency with micro-evaluations



Model Elements

• Heterogeneous productivity as entrepreneur and worker

• Collateral constraint on entrepreneurial production

• (Occasionally) binding consumption loan limit



Microfinance

kMF ≤ bMF +min {a, 0}
max

l
{zf (kmf + kCL, l)− wl} −RkCL + (1 + r) a ≥

(1− φ)
[
max

l
{zf (kmf + kCL, l)− wl}+ (1− δ) (kmf + kCL)

]
− (1− δ)kmf

• Small loan with guaranteed repayment

• Can be used for consumption or production

• Interacts with conventional financing: Expands the choice set of
the poor



Occupation Choice and Saving Decision

• Prices held constant
• More entry
• More savers (poverty trap?)
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Comparison with Microevaluation in Thailand
Thailand Microeval. Model

Microloan credit spread 1% 1%
Avg. microloan size to 0.11 0.11GDP per worker (targeted)

Total microcredit relative 0.10 0.08to total expenditures
Total microcredit 0.23 0.26relative to total credit

Consumption +20% +8%[+3%,+36%]

Entrepreneurship +4 p.p. +3 p.p.[-1 p.p.,+9 p.p.]

Investment -8%

+41%[-66%,+51%]

Investment prob. +47%
[+18%,+76%]

• Thai result from Kaboski and Townsend (2011)
• Similar comparison with Banerjee, Duflo, Glennerster, Kinnan

(2015) Indian study



Short-run PE Effect by Entrepreneurial Productivity

• Larger effects on marginal entrepreneurs
• Used for consumption by workers
• Saving behavior of some marginal entrepreneurs

bmf = 0.34w0;xh

bmf = 0.34w0;xl
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Short-run PE Effect

• More input and output
• Lower aggregate productivity
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Long-run GE Effect

• Lower capital and higher aggregate productivity
• No effect on output but positive effect on consumption

Output
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Distributional Effect

• Role of consumption loan
• Higher factor price in GE can make some entrepreneurs worse

off

General eqb.

Partial eqb.

Wealth percentile at t = 0
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Takeaways

• Using micro-evaluation results to discipline model analysis

• Using quantitative model to answer questions that fall outside
the purview of micro-evaluations

• Extrapolating short-run PE results 6= long-run GE results

• Gains from intellectual trade (e.g., Brooks and Donovan, 2020;
Lagakos, Mobarak, Waugh, 2018)



Missing Elements

• Financial frictions and market incompleteness only?

• Interactions among different kinds of frictions complicate
inference.

• Dearth of models considering such interactions

• Endogenous productivity/human capital? (e.g., Bento and
Restuccia, 2017; Bhattacharya, Guner, Ventura 2013; Gabler
and Poschke, 2013; Hsieh and Klenow, 2014)



Mestieri, Schauer, Townsend (2017)

“Human capital acquisition and occupational choice: Implications for
economic development”

• Financial frictions affect entrepreneurial investment and human
capital investment

• Life cycle and overlapping generations: Inequality and
intergenerational mobility



Empirical and Quantitative Analysis

1. Empirical evidence

• Mexican Family Life Survey (MxFLS)
• Suggestive evidence of credit constraint for both business

and human capital investment
• Among below-median wealth households, running a

modern business predicts less schooling for children (cost
of education and opportunity cost)

2. Quantitative analysis

• Elaborate model of (modern/subsistence) entrepreneurship,
human capital investment

• Life cycle and intergenerational linkages
• Role of financial frictions on development, cross-sectional

inequality, and intergenerational mobility



Effect of Removing Borrowing Constraints

• Total output: +10.3%

• Total human capital: +2%

• SD of human capital: +20%

• Corr(wealth,kid human capital): 0.75→ 0.54

• Entrepreneurs: -27 p.p. (decline of subsistence and increase of
modern)

• Welfare gains concentrated in the middle



Industrial Policy

Some brief history

• Krugman (1995)

• Krueger (1997)

• Rodrik (2004)



Well-intended Policies
Buera, Moll, Shin (2013)

• Role for a government policy in the process of development?

• Origin of idiosyncratic distortions?

• Proof of concept, not a normative or positive exercise



Model Elements

• Entrepreneurial production subject to financial frictions

• Statically, GDP/TFP can be raised if productive,
under-capitalized entrepreneurs are subsidized and their credit
constraint is relaxed (financed by tax on other firms)

• Once given, it may be hard to remove the subsidies (power
capture by lobbying groups)
Nothing is so permanent as a temporary government pro-
gram. —Milton Friedman

• With mean-reverting entrepreneurial productivity process, the
subsidy recipients are less productive than the average in the
long run



Results

224 F.J. Buera et al. / Review of Economic Dynamics 16 (2013) 216–230

Fig. 2. Transition under industrial policy. This figure shows the dynamics of GDP and TFP, normalized by their respective values prior to the policy imple-
mentation. The tax and subsidy policy is implemented in year 0, and the horizontal axis is measuring years.

Fig. 3. Transition under industrial policy. In the left panel, we show the average entrepreneurial ability with a solid line, and also the average ability of
the subsidized entrepreneurs with a dashed line. Both are normalized by the average entrepreneurial ability prior to the policy implementation. The solid
line in the center panel shows what fraction of the population chooses to be entrepreneurs (i.e., entrepreneurship rate), and the dashed line traces what
fraction of the active entrepreneurs are the subsidized ones. Finally, in the right panel, we show what fraction of GDP is produced by the subsidy recipients,
and what fraction of aggregate capital is used for production by the subsidy recipients.

loss due to financial frictions. However, in Section 5.1, we show that this trade-off between short-term gains and long-term
costs is not linear: The long-term costs are increasing in a convex fashion in relation to the possible short-term gains.

To gain more insight into the economics behind the time-series changes in aggregate output and TFP, it is useful to look
more closely at how occupational choices evolve over time. Fig. 3 presents the relevant information.

The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the average ability of all entrepreneurs (solid line) and that of subsidized entrepreneurs
(dashed line), both normalized by the average entrepreneurial ability in the pre-intervention equilibrium. Initially, the subsi-
dized ones are more productive than the rest, as the subsidy is targeted toward the high-z individuals. Nevertheless, as time
passes, individual abilities mean-revert so that the average ability of this group decreases. As a result the subsidy props up
incompetent entrepreneurs—who would exit without it—in the long run, with negative consequences on aggregate output
and productivity.

The center panel of Fig. 3 shows the time series of the number of active entrepreneurs in the economy. Upon impact,
the number of entrepreneurs per capita decreases from about 0.1 to 0.08 (solid line), with 13 percent of all entrepreneurs

• Positive selection initially (targeted subsidy and effect of taxes)

• Eventually, subsidy recipients drag the economy down

• In the long run, idiosyncratic taxes positively correlated with
productivity (e.g., Hsieh and Klenow, 2014)



Results

228 F.J. Buera et al. / Review of Economic Dynamics 16 (2013) 216–230

Fig. 5. GDP dynamics with expiring industrial policy. The vertical axis is measuring GDP, normalized by its level in the initial steady state. The horizontal
axis is measuring years, with the policy being implemented in year 0.

additional positive effect in the short run. We conclude that the long-run costs of the tax and subsidy policies increase in
a convex manner in relation to the possible short-run gains of such policies.

5.2. Stochastic expiration of industrial policies

In our analysis of Sections 4 and 5.1, we assume that, once given, individual-specific subsidies last permanently, re-
gardless of the entrepreneurial productivity of the subsidy recipients in the future. This assumption, paired with the
mean-reversion in entrepreneurial productivity, is behind the short-run benefits and long-run costs of the tax/subsidy poli-
cies. We now relax this assumption and consider stochastic expiration of subsidies. In particular, we ask how the short-run
and long-run effects of the subsidy policy will change, if the government can credibly commit to retiring the subsidies over
time.

We start with the higher taxes and subsidies considered in Section 5.1, rather than the main policy experiment in
Section 4.1, to allow for a wider variability in the policy parameters of interest and hence more discernible differences in
numerical results.

The model and the parameter values are the same as in Sections 3 and 5.1, including λ = 0.01, κ̄ = 30.42, and the iden-
tity of subsidy recipients in t = 0, but for two exceptions. First, now the initial subsidy recipients will lose the credit subsidy
with probability ξ each period. (Our benchmark had ξ = 0.) The loss of subsidy is independent of their entrepreneurial pro-
ductivity. Once they lose the subsidy, they will be subject to the output tax τ̄ as anyone else. After the initial period, there
is no new recipient of subsidies. As a result, the fraction of subsidy recipients in the population in a given period t is
λ(1 − ξ)t−1. Second, now that the government pays out less subsidy overall than in the ξ = 0 case, we reduce τ̄ accordingly
to satisfy its intertemporal budget constraint.

In addition to the {ξ = 0, τ̄ = 0.25} benchmark, we explore three other cases: {ξ = 0.01, τ̄ = 0.20}, {ξ = 0.09, τ̄ = 0.05},
{ξ = 0.24, τ̄ = 0.02}. It is clear that ξ and τ̄ have an inverse relationship, because a higher ξ implies a faster reduction in
subsidy expenditures and hence a lower tax rate.

In Fig. 5, we plot the GDP time series for each case, starting from year 0 and normalized by the pre-intervention GDP
level. (The horizontal axis is measuring years.) In the left panel, the solid line is the GDP from the ξ = 0 case as shown in
Fig. 4. We first compare this with the dotted line, where a subsidy recipient loses his subsidy with probability 0.24 each
year and the revenue tax rate is only 0.02.

Three observations can be made. First, in the long run, GDP is higher when subsidies expire stochastically than when
they remain permanent. This is because, with expiring subsidies, the fraction of those with subsidies—i.e., idiosyncratic
distortions—asymptotes to zero, and also because the revenue tax rate—another form of distortions—is much lower.

Second, even immediately after the introduction of the subsidies, GDP is higher with ξ = 0.24, although in both cases
exactly the same individuals are given the same credit subsidies. This is because the lower τ̄ distorts the productive activity
of unsubsidized entrepreneurs by less than in the ξ = 0 case.

Third, between years 3 and 5, the GDP with expiring subsidies dips slightly below that in the ξ = 0 benchmark, in spite
of the lower tax. This is because there remain very few subsidy recipients with ξ = 0.24, when subsidies can still have
positive effects on output by relaxing the credit constraint of the original subsidy recipients, who on average have higher z
than unsubsidized entrepreneurs up to this point (left panel, Fig. 3).

This last observation is more evident, when we make a more localized comparison in terms of ξ and τ . In the left panel
of Fig. 5, the GDP with {ξ = 0.24, τ̄ = 0.02} (dotted line) starts out higher than that with {ξ = 0.09, τ̄ = 0.05} (dashed line).
However, it falls below the dashed line in year 1, and crosses it again only in year 12. In between, subsidies are still capable
of boosting output by relaxing the credit constraints of productive entrepreneurs, and their faster removal with ξ = 0.24

• GDP normalized by pre-policy level

• Stochastic expiration of subsidies (sunset clause) will do better



Itskhoki and Moll (2019)

“Optimal development policies with financial frictions”

• Role for a government policy in the process of development?

• Normative exercise (Ramsey problem), but consistent with some
historical evidence



Model Elements

• Tractable continuous time model of entrepreneurial production
(CRS) and collateral constraint (generalizable at the loss of
tractability)

• Entrepreneurial wealth is a factor of production

• Small open economy and no ad hoc borrowing limit on workers



Theoretical Results

• Because of credit constraint,
return to wealth for entrepreneurs� return to wealth for workers

• For a Ramsey planner who only cares about the workers:
Labor income tax = monopoly effect - dynamic productivity effect

• Stage dependent tax: Subsidize labor (paid by lump sum tax on
workers) when entrepreneurial wealth is low, and tax when high

• Indirect transfer to entrepreneurs in early stages to accelerate
their wealth accumulation and output growth (even when the
planner only cares about workers)



Quantitative Results
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Figure 4: Optimal policy in the quantitative model

Note: Panel (a) plots the optimal labor tax schedules τ`(t) corresponding to different Pareto weights of en-
trepreneurs θ ∈ {0, 1/2, 1}, as well as the labor tax imposed by a myopic labor union, as explained in the text.
Panel (b) plots the evolution of GDP, Y (t) =

´
yt(a, z)dGt(a, z), corresponding to the policies in panel (a),

as well as the GDP dynamics under laissez-faire equilibrium, which is normalized to 1 in steady state.

optimal labor subsidy. In the long run, the optimal policy involves a labor tax, which acts

to redistribute welfare from entrepreneurs to workers, and results in a lower long-run GDP

than under laissez-faire.

When the planner cares exclusively about workers, putting a weight of θ = 0 on all

entrepreneurs who together constitute a third of the population, the redistributive motive

dominates the efficiency motive even early on in the transition. In this case, the planner starts

with a positive, albeit tiny, labor tax, which increases over time to above 23%. This leads

to uniformly lower growth rates than under the laissez-faire, yet workers gain at the expense

of entrepreneurs. This, however, is not a general result when θ = 0, and it depends on the

initial condition for the wealth distribution of entrepreneurs. For example, if the economy

starts out with even more undercapitalized entrepreneurs, with wealth levels scaled down

20-fold rather than 10-fold relative to the long run, the planner chooses to subsidize labor

supply to entrepreneurs even when θ = 0, echoing our theoretical results in Proposition 1.

To summarize, our quantitative analysis confirms that pro-business labor market policies

in the early transition are optimal, even when the planner puts little weight on the well-being

of entrepreneurs. To emphasize the importance of stage-dependent pro-business policies, we

contrast the results with a particular form of pro-labor policies, namely a labor tax chosen by

a myopic labor union. In particular, at each point in time t, the labor union maximizes the

period utility of the workers, u
(
c(t), `(t)

)
, without taking into account the equilibrium effects

32

• Clear stage dependence: “pro-business” in early years,
consistent with historical evidence

• Impact of the policy is modest: less than 1% increase in
permanent consumption (relative to laissez-faire)



Big Push in Distorted Economies
Buera, Hopenhayn, Shin, Trachter (2021)

• Role for a government policy in the process of development?

• Model with large effects of idiosyncratic distortions

• Policy: reducing distortions and/or subsidizing technology
adoption



Role of Complementarity in Technology Adoption

• Big Push of Murphy, Shleifer, Vishny (1989): Multiple equilibria

• Notion of Big Push without multiple equilibria?



Model Elements

• Differentiated goods (monopolistic competition), aggregated as
final good

• Production of differentiated goods use final good—i.e.,
roundabout production (Jones, 2011)

• Heterogeneous firms and binary technology choice. Adoption
costs (units of final good) for the productive technology



Complementarity

When more firms adopt the productive technology, for the marginal
firm:

1. Its output price falls

2. Demand for its output increases

3. Adoption cost falls

If 2+3 stronger than 1, gains from adoption increases in the number
of adopters: complementarity in adoption decisions.

Complementarity stronger when

1. Differentiated goods less substitutable

2. Smaller heterogeneity in firm productivity (correlated
idiosyncratic distortions)

3. Higher intermediate input intensity of the productive technology



Complementarity

1. When complementarity is strong enough, multiple equilibria

2. Even if it doesn’t generate multiplicity, amplification of the effects
of distortions and policies

Policy implications of multiplicity? Amplification?



Multiplicity and the Impact of Distortions

US India

Note: Equilibrium consumption per capita as ξ goes from 0 to 0.5. Consumption is
normalized by its level in the US calibration and in log scale. The dotted line in the left
panel is the no-multiplicity result of the US. For the modified US and the India cases, the
solid lines are the high adoption equilibrium (low adoption threshold za) and the dashed
lines are the low adoption equilibrium (high za).

Figure 6: Distortions and Consumption per Capita

modern technology: With a useless traditional technology, entry also implies adopting

the modern technology, which effectively raises the cost of entry and results in few

entrants. Finally, the region of multiple equilibria is smaller for the high adoption

cost economy. In this case, the model features a unique equilibrium with few adopters

in most of the (ξ, At) space. However, multiplicity can occur for smaller degrees of

idiosyncratic distortions (as low as ξ = 0.17) than in the low adoption cost economy.

Nonlinear Impact of Distortions We now explore the role of distortions in

generating large differences in income levels, with or without multiple equilibria. We

start with the US and Indian calibration, and vary the degree of distortions ξ, holding

fixed the other parameters at their respective calibrated values, except that τ adjusts

to balance the budget. In addition, since there is no multiplicity for any ξ in the

US calibration, we also consider a modified US case that has the lower traditional

technology productivity At of India.

In Figure 6 we show the equilibrium consumption per capita as we vary the degree

of distortions ξ for the US (left panel) and India (right panel). The consumption per-

capita in the vertical axis (log scale) is normalized by the per-capita consumption in

the US calibration.

For the US, the equilibrium is unique for any value of ξ (dotted line). There are

31

• India has more distortion (ξ = 0.19) and larger adoption costs

• US: unique equilibrium (yellow line); India in multiplicity region
(but in good equilibrium)

• (Correlated) distortions have large impact

• Policy implications: distortion-reducing reforms



The Impact of Distortions

Consumption Adoption

Notes: The figure presents the equilibrium consumption per capita and fraction of
adopters in the US as ξ goes from 0 to 0.5. Consumption is normalized by the consumption
in the re-calibrated, no-distortion US economy and is in log scale.

Figure 8: Unpacking the Mechanisms

Next, the dotted line introduces technology adoption to the basic model but

without intermediate input. Consistent with the literature, for example, Bento

and Restuccia (2017), introducing the technology adoption by itself makes the

effect of distortions on consumption only marginally bigger and only at extreme

degrees of distortions (ξ near 0.5): The dotted line and the dashed line are nearly

indistinguishable in the left panel, and the reduction in consumption at ξ = 0.2 is

again less than 20 percent.

The dashed line with triangles instead adds round-about production (intermediate

input) to the basic model, but with no technology choice. Round-about production

more than doubles the effect of distortions on consumption, which decreases by almost

40 percent as ξ goes to 0.2. However, the effect here is nearly linear in the semi-log

scale with respect to ξ and are still significantly smaller than those in our benchmark.

The solid line with squares is a modified benchmark. It has the technology choice

and round-about production, but the adoption costs are in units of labor only, i.e.,

γ = 0 instead of γ = 1. We see that the effect of distortions on consumption is smaller

than, yet comparable to, that in the benchmark, except for intermediate values of ξ

between 0.2 and 0.3. The same is true for the impact of distortions on the fraction

of adopters in the right panel. At ξ = 0.2, consumption is about 50 percent lower

than in the no-distortion case (compared to 60 percent in the benchmark), and about

20 percent of active firms adopt the modern technology (compared to nearly 0 in

35

• Larger effect than in standard models

• Region of nonlinearity, the Big Push region



Industrial Policy

US India

Notes: The elasticity of aggregate consumption to adoption subsidy for the US and India
calibration, as the distortion parameter ξ goes from 0 to 0.5. For the Indian case, the solid
line is the high adoption (low adoption threshold za) equilibrium and the dashed line is
the low adoption (high za) equilibrium. The dotted lines are for the simple model without
intermediate input in production and with labor only adoption costs.

Figure 9: Elasticity of Aggregate Consumption to Adoption Subsidy

the modern technology, financed by a lump-sum tax on consumers.

We show the elasticity of aggregate consumption to the subsidy for both the US

and the India calibrations, as we vary the degree of distortions ξ. For comparison, we

also compute the elasticity from a simpler model without the round-about production

(νm = νt = 0) and with labor only adoption costs (γ = 0), which corresponds to the

dotted lines in Figure 8 or case 2 in Table IV. Figure 9 presents two noteworthy

results. First, in our benchmark model with the feedback effects, the elasticity of

aggregate consumption to the subsidy is high in the Big Push region, especially in

the multiplicity region for India, but relatively low outside of it. This can potentially

explain why some industrial policies are more successful than others: It is a matter

of whether the economy is in or outside the Big Push region. Second, the elasticity

is uniformly low in the version with no feedback effect and there is no Big Push

region, implying that complementarity and amplification are necessary conditions for

successful industrial policy.

We now calculate the optimal adoption subsidy s, by solving the problem of

a constrained planner, who chooses the adoption threshold za taking as given the

distortions and the set of active firms.23 The aggregate consumption from this

23We also worked out the case in which the planner chooses both the entry and the adoption
thresholds. The entry margin is found to play a minor role, except at high degrees of distortions.

40

• Subsidizing technology adoption cost

• Locally disproportionate effect, the Big Push region

• Possible explanation of why some policies succeed but not
others



Heterogeneous Agent Models in Development

• Fuller utilization of empirical evidence, especially
micro-evaluations

• Can answer important questions hard to answer otherwise

• Natural focus on distributional consequences

• Lumpy investment and technology choice seem useful model
elements for understanding data

• Much more work to be done!



p.s.

1. Frictions/misallocation and growth rates (e.g., Peters, 2020)

2. Worker-side heterogeneity (e.g., skill, occupation)

3. Discrete time vs. continuous time methods; Finite difference vs.
finite state Markov chain (Phelan and Eslami, 2020)
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